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What exactly is Speakers Tribe Conference?

Speakers Tribe Conference Q & A

What is Hybrid?

What time does it start?

Speakers Tribe Conference is birthed from the global movement, Speakers Tribe. It’s an annual event where 
members globally come together. We celebrate, do life together and learn how to make a di�erence. Each 
year we have a Theme, so for 2021 our theme is:

“GO GLOBAL… YOUR TIME HAS COME”

Due to Government regulations and travel restrictions and ultimately taking care of our health. This year's 
conference will be a full hybrid virtual immersion experience. Our engineers have created a world class
bespoke virtual platform, combined with a powerful, interactive VIP experience to empower everyone to have 
a front row seat at this world class virtual event. 

All ticket holders will be receiving:

DAY ONE: The Keynoters | Conversation with Q&As | Friday 26th February, 10am - 6pm GMT+8 
(Bali Time)
 Tribe Leaders to host multiple Keynote Speakers Hybrid and will share how to ‘Go Global’ and how to   
 be equipped to inspire and transform your profile and influence.

DAY TWO: TENx Stage | Breakthrough Activity | Saturday 27thFebruary, 10am - 4pm GMT+8 (Bali Time)
 Our 4th Year of this World-Class Stage of TENx Speakers sharing phenomenal Talks in 10mins while   
 playing 10mins of video followed up by a powerful global interactive activity getting every single 
 attendee involved.

 x2 TICKETS : Yes, you’ll get an x1 extra ticket for a friend who has not already purchased nor
 requested a refund
 ALL SESSION RECORDINGS: First time we have ever o�ered this
 ADDITIONAL VIP-ONLY Q&A WITH KEYNOTE SPEAKERS: An unprecedented access to get
 your questions answered by the best
 A SECRET VIP PACK IN THE POST: delivered direct to your door giving you all the goodies
 needed for the Event Experiences
  A FULL ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP INTO SPEAKERS TRIBE: An additional year will be added when
 your membership expires if you are a current member
 CLUB MEMBERSHIP A new unique special ‘MySpeakersInstitute ‘ username login Portal to
 access eLearning Curriculum, Videos, cheat sheets, Masterclasses and so much more.
 
 Total value = $2079.40



Who is speaking and when?
We have chosen not to share the exact times of who will be speaking and when. Though an important thing to 
know is that we have orchestrated the program to ensure that every single session is jammed packed with 
valuable content, inspiring stories and insights to know where the future is going. This means that you can not 
miss a single session, or you might miss that one moment that you really needed to hear.

Do I need my video audio on?

This virtual event is like any other physical event. We want to see you. People want to interact with you. And 
ultimately, the greatest value you are going to get is the conversation, connections and community that you 
will build with everyone. There are 2 recommended dress codes throughout the Conference. 1. Smart
casual look: for general Conference sessions. 2. Glamour: is for your Hollywood Themed Awards on the last 
night. We like getting dressed up so go for it.

Will there only be Bootcamp alumni and Speakers Tribe members 
in attendance?

We have opened up this event to the entire public. Though most of the attendees are Speakers Institute 
Alumni and current Speakers Tribe Members. Many of our speakers are also Tribe Members. Though we all 
serve the one and only purpose of Speakers Tribe... We all want to ‘Make A Di�erence’.

Tell me more about how TENx works?

TENx is an initiative where 10 speakers do a 10 min presentation on the theme of the event. Being a TENx 
Speaker is by application. This means that for those interested in speaking on the TENx Stage they must 
submit a 1min video sharing the reasons why their message and story is valuable and relevant for the TENx
Stage. For more information please see the TENx Application Document.

DAY THREE: Speakers & Workshops | Performances and Party | Sunday 28th February, 10am - 6pm 
GMT+8 (10am - 10pm if physically attending in Bali)
 Sam Cawthorn leads an interactive discussion with other Celebrity Speakers on leadership, empathy,   
 culture and sustainable growth in an ever-changing world.
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Are the sta� from Speakers Institute going to be in attendance?
Most of the Speakers Institute sta� will be in attendance. Speakers Institute has a huge invested interest in the 
success of Speakers Tribe, particularly it’s founders, Sam & Kate Cawthorn. We believe in the movement and 
what’s possible with its members. Speakers Tribe Conference is the premiere annual event for all alumni of 
Speakers Institute and we believe in each and every person that has had training by the Speakers Institute.

Is any product or selling to be done from the stage?

Speakers Tribe Conference is predominantly a ‘no-selling-from-the-stage’ event, though some of the speakers 
will have small cost books and resources available for attendees to buy. We believe we are doing a disservice to 
attendees if there is no tangible value that you can takeaway and implement post event. This means that we 
encourage books and small priced resources to be purchased by attendees for ongoing learning. The only sell 
from the stage will be the next year’s Speakers Tribe Conference, in this case, “Speakers Tribe Conference
2022”.

Is the event held LIVE in a location?

At this stage there is a small group of ticket holders, including Sam Cawthorn who are watching and looking 
out for Government guidelines and border restrictions to see if they can participate in the live conference in 
Bali. If this is not an option, the entire event will be a virtual experience with closed studios set
up in various locations for our conference speakers to be beamed on to the virtual platform.

Can we arrange a gathering at home to participate together?

It is important for Public Liability as well as the integrity of ticket holders that, if any gathering is organised at 
home Speakers Tribe Global is not accountable and is not responsible. Though it’s important for the integrity 
of our associationthat only ticket holders get to experience the event.

How excited should I be about Speakers Tribe Conference?

Speakers Tribe Conference is the place to be for the next generation of speakers and influencers in tomorrow's 
world. We assemble the best trainers and speakers the world has to o�er, and we ensure an outstanding experi-
ence, from the phenomenal, virtual interactive platform, to the extraordinary videos, entertainment and epic 
stage we have planned. This will be one of the greatest events you’ll ever see, feel, touch and experience. It will 
be an overload of your senses.
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